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Abstract. Symbolic evaluation is a technique used for many purposes: program analysis, program 
verification, program transformation. The paper focusses on a novel approach which allows one 
to symbolically evaluate programs with respect to predicates denoting subsets of a user-defined 
data domain. The data domain is assumed to be recursively defined and the predicates can be 
defined by structural induction on the data. An application of the technique to the textual reduction 
of recursive programs is sketched. 
1. Introduction 
Symbolic evaluation, i.e. the process of executing a program using symbols as 
input data has found many applications: 
- verification [2, 141, 
- program analysis [5, 8, 131, 
- program transformations [3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 161, 
- mixed computation [lo], 
- program reduction [l, 151. 
Very loosely, the symbolic execution of a program is the process of executing it 
taking symbolic constants instead of concrete values as input. In the most general 
sense, a symbolic constant is intended to be an expression denoting a generic datum 
instead of an actual one. I.e., usually, a symbolic constant has been intended to 
denote a generic element of a whole data domain. Indeed, a more general notion 
of symbolic constant can be devised: as in [l] symbolic constants can be used to 
identify subsets of a given data domain. 
A program in any language is built using two kinds of components: 
(a) application of basic functions and predicates and 
(b) control constructs which put together the simple components. 
Taking a language like pure Lisp as an example we can have: 
(a) application of constructors, selectors and predicates to s-expressions and 
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(b) conditional constructions and function calls. 
Symbolic execution affects the way of processing both the application of primitive 
operations and control constructs. For the latter ones, consider, for example, the 
case of a conditional construct: if the computation of the conditional involves 
symbolic constants, it is probably impossible to reduce to true or false. Consequently, 
the processing of the conditional must be redefined in some way. The handling of 
control constructs in symbolic execution depends heavily on the use of the symbolic 
execution. 
This paper focusses on the former issue, i.e. how to compute primitive operations 
when the arguments are generalized symbolic constants, which denote subsets of 
the data domain. Such symbolic constants take the form of predicates: a predicate 
will identify a set of concrete values (of a given type) which share some intended 
structural property. 
An appealing extension to former work [l] has been achieved: the predicates (i.e. 
the symbolic constants) can be recursively dejined by structural induction. A new 
class of sophisticated constraints on data can be tackled in an expressive way by 
means of recursive symbolic constants, as the examples will show. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 deals with recursive 
symbolic constants. Sections 3 and 4 discuss how to manage symbolic constants 
and how the application of primitive operations to symbolic constants can be given 
an operational semantics. Lastly, Section 5 presents an example of the application 
of this kind of symbolic computing: reduction of applicative programs. 
2. A class of structural symbolic constants 
The aim of this section is to introduce a class of symbolic constants capable to 
denote subsets of a data domain. Furthermore, it will be shown that this class is 
tightly related to the recursive definition of abstract data types. 
Indeed, the kind of symbolic evaluation discussed here is appropriate for 
languages which allow the definition of new recursive data types, which can be 
specified via recursive equations, using discriminated unions and Cartesian products. 
As an example consider: 
Bin Tree = A tom + (Bin Tree x Bin Tree) 
where Atom is supposed to be a predefined data type, + (resp. x) denotes discrimi- 
nated union (resp. Cartesian product). It is assumed that such a definition implies 
the definition of a number of primitive operations for the data type. Precisely: 
(a) for each discriminated union addend a recognizer (i.e. a predicate evaluating 
true when its argument belongs to the addend) is assumed; 
(b) for each Cartesian product it is assumed that the corresponding constructor is 
defined together with its inverse selectors. 
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In other words, the above recursive definition can be considered equivalent to 
the algebraic style definition [ 121: 
type Bin Tree 
AtomP : Bin Tree --, Bool, 
ProperTreeP : BinTree + Bool, 
First : BinTree + BinTree, 
Second : BinTree --, BinTree, 
MakeTree: BinTree x BinTree + BinTree 
Vb, b,, b2E BinTree, a E Atom 
AtomP( a) = T, 
AtomP( MakeTree( b, , b,)) = F, 
ProperTree( a) = F, 
ProperTreeP( MakeTree( b, , b2)) = T, 
MakeTree( First( b), Second(b)) = b, 
First( MakeTree( b, , b2)) = b, , 
Second (MakeTree( b, , b2)) = b, 
with First(a) = error and Second (a) = error 
The difference between the former formulation and the latter one consists only 
in the introduction of names. All the other information is implicit in the former 
because of the properties of union and Cartesian product. The implemented system, 
indeed, asks the user for the identifiers he intends to use for recognizers, constructors 
and selectors. 
Recursive data types can be implemented in virtually any language. It is worth 
noting, however, that the Edinburgh-ML language [ 161 not only allows the definition 
of recursive data types but also uses a syntax similar to the one used in this paper. 
Let D be a data type defined as above and let D,, . . . , Dk be its addends. Let 
pl : D, + Bool, i E [l, k] be the recognizers of the addends and let s1 , . . . , s, be the 
selectors. Let dom(s,) denote the recognizer of the subset of the domain of si, 
the values of which can be properly selected by si, and cod(s,) the recognizer of 
the codomain of s,. Notice that in general, cod(si) is a disjunction of primitive 
recognizers. With reference to the type of binary trees, for example dom( First) = 
ProperTreeP and cod( First) = AtomP or ProperTreeP. 
The class of symbolic constants defined in the paper is formed by predicates 
denoting a subset of a recursively defined data type. Basic symbolic constants are 
recognizers or the constant false. Composite symbolic constants are obtained using 
selector composition, conjunction and disjunction. Moreover, recognizers can be 
user defined by means of (possibly recursive) equations. 
Definition 2.1 (Structural symbolic constants). With reference to a collection of a 
data type equations, let R range over the primitive recognizers p,, . . . , pkr let S 
stand for a generic composition of selectors, i.e. S = s, 0 . . . 0 s,. Moreover, let RR 
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range over identifiers of recursively defined recognizers. Then the following is the 
syntax for structural symbolic constant: 
SSC ::=false(RIRRIS 0 SSCjSSC and SSC(SSC or SSC. 
For each recursive recognizer RR there exists an equation RR = T[RR], where 
T[RR] is an SSC in which the identifier RR occurs. 
A structural symbolic constant ssc is a representation of an unary predicate or 
equivalently an intensional representation of a set of values. We will write down 
ssc’s in sum of product form, with atomic formulae which are either a primitive 
recognizer or a recursively defined recognizer, possibly applied to a composition of 
selectors. Precisely, using the composition operator 0: 
ssc=A, or A, or...orA, 
where b’i~ [l, n] Ai = Bi, and.. . and Bi,, 
An occurrence of a (primitive or recursive) recognizer p in an ssc is said guarded 
if it belongs to an atomic formula of the form S 0 p, where S is a non-empty 
composition of selectors; it is said to be unguarded if S is empty. Notice that 
unguarded (occurrences of) recognizers are used to provide conditions on data 
structures as a whole, while guarded recognizers provide conditions on components. 
As an example consider the following abstract data type specification, corresponding 
to Lisp symbolic expressions: 
SExpr = Atom + List 
List = Nil + (SExpr x List) 
where Nil and Atom are predefined types, with 
A tomP : SExpr + Bool, 
PListP: SExpr + Bool, 
Null : SExpr + Bool, 
Cons : SExpr x List + List, 
Car : List + SExpr, 
Cdr : List + List. 
Typical structural symbolic constants are: 
[[AtomP] or [PListP and [Cur 0 AtomP] and [Cdr 0 Null]]] 
which denotes all the s-expressions which are either atoms or lists whose only 
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element is an atom; 
[ [ LList] or [ DoubleList]] 
where 
[ LList] = [Null] or [ PListP and [Cur 0 AtomP] and [ Cdr 0 Uist]] 
and 
[ DoubleList] = [Null] or [ PListP and 
[Car 0 PListP] and 
[Car 0 Cur 0 AtomP] and 
[Car 0 Cdr 0 PListP] and 
[Car 0 Cdr 0 Car 0 AtomP] and 
[ Cdr 0 Cdr 0 Car 0 Null] and 
[ Cdr 0 DoubleList]] 
which denotes the s-expressions which are either a list whose elements are atoms, 
or a list whose elements are lists containing two atoms. 
The set-theoretic semantics of ssc’s need some appropriate powerdomain con- 
struction, since ssc are expected to denote subsets of the data domain. A further 
issue is that we are interested to deal with infinite objects (e.g. infinite lists) as the 
examples will show. The chosen powerdomain is the Hoare’s powerdomain built 
upon the domain associated to the data type definition [20]. 
The semantics of a recursive data type D is taken as the Scott-domain D obtained 
as the solution of the recursive equations defining D [18]. D contains both finite 
and infinite data objects. Finite objects can be partial or total. A partial object 
contains some I components, where J_ denotes the least defined object. The partial 
ordering between finite objects is the following: 
x c y(x is less defined than y) iff x = y or x = I or x and y are identical 
apart from the fact that I-subterms in 
x are substituted by arbitrary subterms 
in y. 
Infinite objects in D are the limits of increasing chains of partial objects. Let Do 
denote the set of finite objects of D. 
The Hoare’s powerdomain PD of D is defined as the set of non-empty left-closed 
sets of finite elements of D, ordered by set inclusion [20]. Formally, a subset S of 
Do is an element of PD iff 
(i) S#{ >, 
(ii) x E S, y c x implies y E S. 
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The left-closure 
intersection. 
Finally, a continuous function f: 
f '( void) on PD. The semantics of SK’S is given by a function 1-j : SSC + PD 
defined by structural induction as follows: 
[ fulsej = void, 
Up1 = Wx E Dolp(x)l where p is a primitive recognizer and Lc is the 
left-closure operation, 
[SSC, and SSC2J = [[SSC,] n [SSCJ, 
[SSC, or SSC,] = [SSC,] u [SSC,], 
[S 0 SSC] = Lc{x E DOI S(x) # error, S(x) E [SSCg} where S is a selector 
composition, 
Ural =_MJW TCUJ) where rp is a recursive recognizer, and its definition 
is rp = T[rp]. 
3. Normalization of structural symbolic constants 
Before tackling the problem of establishing an operational symbolic semantics 
for the application of selectors and constructors to structural symbolic constants, 
it is necessary to establish a normal form for them. The normalization process 
applies a set of rewriting rules to an ssc in order to: 
(1) eliminate redundancies, i.e. the same property for a component is stated only 
once; 
(2) eliminate contradictions, i.e. disjoint recognizers cannot be jointly composed 
with the same component; 
(3) make them complete, i.e. if a property for a component is specified, then a 
coherent property for the supercomponent has to be specified. Considering the 
example of binary trees, if the symbolic constant contains [First 0 AtomP], then the 
symbolic constant has to contain also [ProperTreeP]. In other words, the left field 
of a tree can be an atom only if the whole tree is a proper tree, i.e. only if the 
operation First can be applied; 
(4) turn them into sum of product form. 
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Formally, a structural symbolic constant in sum of product form: 
A, or AZ or. . . or A,, 
where Vi~[l, n] A,=Bil and.. .and B,,, 
where VjE[l, mi] B,=s,,o.. .osiikiop,, 
is in normal form when the following conditions hold: 
(1) [non-redundancy] 
Vi,i’~ [l, n] i f i’ 9 A, f Ais and 
ViE[l,n]Vj,j’E[l,n] j#j’+ B,fB,,. 
(2) [ non-contradiclion] 
ViE[l, n] 3jE[l, mi] 
B,, = sii, 0 . . ’ 0 so,, 0 pi, + 
VIE [l, m,] I #j sill 0 . . si,, 0 . 0 silk, 
in each Ai only 
silk, = pi,,,,_,, and piI = dom( so*,). 
Non-redundancy, non-contradiction, and completeness guarantee that the normal form 
is unique up to reordering of the conjunctions and the disjunctions. 
The following are the rules used in the normalization process. Some of them are 
general, while others are specific to the data type, but they can be generated 
instantiating general schemes. 
General rewriting rules. Let ssc E XX: 
S 0 [ ssc and SK’] t S 0 ssc and S 0 ssc’, 
S 0 [ ssc or ssc’] k S 0 ssc or S 0 ssc’, 
ssc and [ssc’ or ssc”] + [ssc and ssc’] or [ssc and ssc”], 
ssc and ssc + ssc, 
ssc or ssc k ssc, 
ssc and [false] I- [false], 
ssc or [false] F ssc, 
rp + T[rpl 
where rp is a recursive recognizer and T[ rp] is its definition. 
Specific rewriting rule schemes. With reference to a data type with k recognizers for 
basic addends and m selectors, let S = s, 0 . . . 0 s,,, h 2 0 be a generic composition 
of selectors and p a generic recognizer. 
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- Contradiction rewriting rule schemes: 
vi~[Lkl,j~[l,kl,iZj [Sop, and Sop,]l-[false]; 
- Domain and codomain rewriting rule schemes: 
ViE[l,rn] [S~s,~p]t[.~~dOm(s~) and Sos,op and Sosiocod(s,)]. 
The normalization algorithm can now be defined as follows. 
Definition 3.1. (Normalization algorithm). Given ssc E SSC, then Normalize[ssc] is 
the symbolic constant computed by the following steps: 
(1) Apply domain and codomain rewriting rules to ssc. 
(2) Reduce the formula resulting from 1 into a sum of products. 
(3) Apply general rewriting rules and contradiction rewriting rules to the result 
of step (3) until none of them is applicable. 
It is somewhat tedious but easy to prove by induction on the structure of structural 
symbolic constants that all rules introduced preserve the meaning of ssc’s, so that 
[ Normalize[ssc]j = [sscJj. 
As an example consider the following symbolic constant concerning binary trees: 
[First 0 LTree] and [Second 0 LTree] 
where 
[ LTree] = [AtomP or [ProperTreeP and 
[First 0 LTree] and 
[Second 0 AtomP]] 
i.e. LTree characterizes all trees of the kind: 
. 
. 
. c a 
/\ 
a 
a a 
It is easy to verify that its normalization yields 
[ProperTreeP and [First 0 LTree] and [Second 0 LTree]]. 
4. Symbolic semantics of primitive operations 
A symbolic interpreter able to handle structural symbolic constants must compute, 
among other things, the application of primitive operations (selectors and construc- 
tors) to symbolic constants. In other words, selectors and constructors, defined for 
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each recursively defined data type, must be given an operational symbolic semantics. 
Since structural symbolic constants are predicates, symbolic semantics are a kind 
of predicate transformer semantics. 
The predicate transformer associated to a constructor, ignoring type consistency 
controls, puts together the knowledge about the codomain of the constructor with 
the knowledge about the component data structures in a single structural symbolic 
constant. 
Let c: D,x. ..xD,~Dbeaconstructor,lets,:D~D,,...,s,:D~D,bethe 
inverse selectors of c, where D,, . . , Dh are disjoint unions of basic addends, and 
let S with various indexes be a generic composition of selectors. Let 
.W = [[plL1 and. . . and S1,, o P,,~,I or 
. . . or 
[P ,,,,, and . . . and Slnlm,, o P~~,~,,II, 
[ Phnh 1 and . . . and &npl,, o Phn,m,,l1 
then 
c([ssc,; . . . ; SSCh]) = 
if ifiE [I, hl [pII or. . . orpi,,,l*pD, 
then Normalize [Distribute [s,; SK,] and 
. . . and 
Distribute [s,; ssch]] 
else Typeerror [ ] 
where 
Distribute [s; A or B] = Distribute [s; A] or Distribute [s; B], 
Distribute [s; A and B] = Distribute [s; A] and Distribute [s; I?], 
Distribute [s; S 0 p] = s 0 S 0 p 
and Normalize was explained previously. 
The set-theoretic counterpart of this operational symbolic semantics for construc- 
tors can be outlined in the following way. If c: D, x . . . x Dh + D is a constructor 
for the type D, and ssci, . . . , ssch are symbolic constants denoting subsets of data 
types D, , . . . , Dh, then the intended meaning of the new symbolic constant 
c(ssc,, . . .) ssch) is the set 1 of all values c( t,, . . . , th), where each ti belongs to the 
set denoted by ssc,, i = 1, . . . , h. Notice that I is in general a subset of D. Formally: 
,,c(ssc,, . . . , SSC,,)] 
= Lc{c(t,, . . .) t,)ED”(t,E[SSC,],. . . , f,,E[SSCh]}. (*) 
The operational and set-theoretic semantics of constructor application are 
equivalent. The proof is carried out by structural induction on the complexity of 
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the SSC’s, and it is sketched here only the case of the application of a unary 
constructor c: D, + D to an ssc of the kind Sop. With reference to the previous 
definitions, the goal is to show that [[c(S 0 p)J = [is 0 S 0 pj, where s: D+ D1 is the 
inverse selector of c, since the symbolic operational semantics of c(S 0 p) is actually 
NormaZize[ s 0 S 0 p]. 
us o So pj = Lc{x E I&( (s 0 S)(x) f error, p(S(s(x)))} 
(by the definition of [_I]) 
=Lc{x~D,/s(x)ferror, S(s(x))#error,p(S(s(x)))} 
=Lc{c(h)~D~IS(h)#error,p(S(h))} 
(since S(X) Z error iff x = c(h) for some h, and then 
s(x) = s(c(h)) = h since f is the inverse selector of c) 
= Lc{c(h) E DOI h E [S 0 pj} (by the definition of [[_I) 
= ucwdn (by(*)). 
As an example consider the following application of a constructor to an ssc: 
MakeTree([AtomP], [ProperTreeP and Second 0 LTree]) = 
[ ProperTreeP and First 0 AtomP 
and Second 0 ProperTreeP 
and Second 0 Second 0 LTree]. 
The predicate transformers associated with selectors exploit the knowledge about 
the selector domain for type checking purposes and then put together the knowledge 
about the codomain with the information contained in the appropriate components 
of the argument. 
Let s : D, + D be a selector; let 
ssc = [[ p, and . . . and S,,, ,o pm,] or . . . or [ p,, and . . . and S,, 0 p,,,,]]. 
Then 
s([ssc] = 
if PI = . . . =pn =pD1 
thenNormalize[[p,and{s,,~...~~~,~p~l~~~[l,rn,] so... 
0 sin 0 p, = S,}] or 
. . . or 
[PD and Isi, o . ..Osi,~p,jVjE[lrm,] so”’ 
’ s,,3 o PI = s, ’ Pj>ll 
where 
else Typeerror [ ] 
[B and {B, , . . . , &}I = [B and B, and . . and I&]. 
The set-theoretic counterpart of the operational semantics for selectors can be 
formalized in the following way. Let s: D+ 0, be the ith inverse selector of the 
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constructor c : D, x . . * x Dh + D. Then 
Again, the proof of the equivalence of operational and set-theoretic semantics of 
selector application can be easily carried out, and it is omitted. 
It is interesting to notice that the symbolic semantics of selectors and the general 
rule: rp c def(rp) for normalization imply a by need behaviour of the symbolic 
interpreter when computing with recursive symbolic constants: this results in a kind 
of lazy symbolic evaluation. Informally, it is straightforward to realize that: 
(a) recursive predicates can occur in a normalized ssc only guarded by a selector 
composition because of the rule rp k def(rp), and 
(b) only the application of a selector to a normalized ssc can yield a (non- 
normalized) ssc where a recursive predicate occurs unguarded. 
Thus, the normalization of an ssc with unguarded recursive predicates results in 
expanding them with their definitions. In other words, a recursive predicate is 
unrolled only when a selector yields a symbolic constant where the recursive 
predicate appears as a top-most recognizer. Example: 
First([ ProperTreeP and [First 0 LTree] and [Second 0 LTree]]) = 
Normalize[[AtomP or ProperTreeP] or LTree] = 
[AtomP or [ ProperTreeP and [First 0 LTree] and [Second 0 AtomPI]]. 
It is worth noting that the use of structural induction for the declaration of 
recursive predicates ensures us that recursive predicates occur guarded by selector 
compositions in their definitions. 
Depending on the tool in which the symbolic evaluator is embedded, other 
functions should be defined for handling symbolic constants. Examples are a 
theorem-proving function Imply: SSC x SSC + Bool, which tests the implication 
between symbolic constants, and a negation function No? : SSC + SSC which yields 
a new symbolic constant which represents the complement of the original one. Such 
functions can be defined through application of rewriting rules as discussed in [l]. 
5. An application: Program reduction 
This section shows how the symbolic interpreter can be used as the kernel of a 
tranformation system, able to reduce applicative programs with respect to input 
constraints, specified by means of symbolic constants. Program reduction, as in 
[15], is intended here as textual simplification, i.e. it consists of removing the parts 
of the original program which happen to be useless because of the specified 
constraints. 
The reductions are performed every time it, is proven that the initial symbolic 
constants, propagated up to a conditional, always imply either the truth or the falsity 
of the condition of that if-then-else. In this case, the reduction consists of replacing 
the if-then-else with its then or else branch. 
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Recursive function definitions are handled by the reduction system in two different 
steps. In the first one the system checks whether a symbolic constant (or a tuple of 
symbolic constants) is an invariant assertion for a given function definition. In the 
second step the system actually performs all the reductions which are deducible 
from the invariant symbolic constant. The examples will show how this task is 
accomplished, using the symbolic interpreter capabilities. The reduction algorithm 
is fully desdribed in [l], but what has been said here should be sufficient to 
understand the examples. 
Example 5.1. The programming languages with non-strict semantics (i.e. those 
equipped with a call-by-need evaluation mechanism, e.g. SASL [17]) allow one to 
work explicitly with (semi-)infinite data structures, e.g. infinite lists. In such a context, 
sets of infinite data can be described using recursive structural symbolic constants. 
According to the definition of type List given in Section 2, the symbolic constants 
which denotes the set of infinite lists is the following: 
[ InfList] = [ PListP and [ Cdr 0 InfList]] (1) 
The following is the definition of a function Foo which yields the list of successors 
of the numbers in the argument list: 
Foo G= Ax.[if NulZ[x]; 
Nil; 
Cons[Succ[ Car[x]]; Foo[ Cdr[x]]]]. 
Let us ask the system to reduce the function Foo with respect to the constraint “x 
is an infinite list”, i.e. with respect to the initial symbolic constant [ InfList] associated 
with the variable x. The first goal is to check whether such a constraint is invariant 
for Foo, i.e. it is valid for every recursive application of the function Foo. In order 
to do that, it is necessary to propagate the initial symbolic constant (using the 
symbolic interpreter) until the reentering symbolic arguments for Foo, corresponding 
to the arguments of the recursive call, are computed. 
It is then necessary to propagate the symbolic evaluation through the conditional 
[if NulZ[x]; 
. . . 1 
which constitutes the body of Foo. The symbolic constants to be propagated on the 
then and else branches of a conditional are computed by appropriate filtering of 
the incoming symbolic constant with respect to the condition of that if-then-else. 
The symbolic constant for the then (resp. else) branch is obtained taking the 
intersection of the incoming symbolic constant and the condition (resp. the negation 
of the condition). In the example the symbolic constants for the then and else 
branches are respectively 
[InfList and Null], (2) 
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[ IfList and Not[ Null]]. (3) 
Notice that to get the normal form of (2) and (3) it is necessary to replace the 
recursive predicate with its definition. E.g. 
(2) F [[PListP and [ Cdr 0 ZnfList]] and Null]. 
Because of the contradiction rule 
[ PListP and Null] F [false] 
we get 
(2) F [false]. 
With a similar computation the system gets the normal form for the symbolic 
constant for the else branch, taking into account that the complement of [Null] 
(the singleton containing the empty list) is [PListP] (the set of non empty lists) [ 11: 
[ PListP and [ Cdr 0 InfList]]. (4) 
The system is now ready to compute the reentering symbolic argument for Foe, 
analysing the recursive call 
. . Foo[ Cdr[x]] . . . 
The reentering argument is found by applying the symbolic semantics of the selector 
Cdr to the symbolic constant (4): 
Cdr( [ PListP and [ Cdr 0 InfList]]) = 
Normalize[[ Null or PListP] and InfList] = 
[PListP and [ Cdr 0 ZnfList]]. (9 
where [Null or PListP] has been added because of the codomain rules of Cdr. 
In order to check whether the initial symbolic constant (1) is an invariant for 
Foo, the system relies on a result of [ll], which provides a sufficient condition. 
Informally, it is sufficient to check whether the reentering symbolic constant (i.e. 
(5) in the example) implies the initial one (i.e. (1) in the example): 
[ PListP and Cdr 0 InfList] 3 [ InfList] 
which, in this case, is trivially true. 
In the second step, the reduction system simplifies the conditionals, the then or 
else branches of which happen to be associated with the symbolic constant [false], 
denoting the empty set of values. In the example the reduced version of Foo is 
Foo’+hx.Cons[Succ[ Cur[x]]; Foo’[ Cdr[x]]] 
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which, in a lazy-evaluated applicative language, is a good definition of a function 
which works exclusively on infinite lists. 
As a last comment to this first example, it is worth noting that if the initial symbolic 
constant is not an invariant for the function, then the system is compelled to 
propagate the computation with safe approximations, e.g. with symbolic constants 
denoting the whole data domain. 
Example 5.2. In this example the system is used to reduce an interpreter for a simple 
imperative language. The following is the definition of the type Stat, which represents 
the abstract syntax of the programs (i.e. statements) written in the imperative 
language to be interpreted. 
Stat = ElemStat -I 
(Exp x Stat x Stat) + 
(ExpxStat)+ 
Sta tSeq, 
StatSeq = EmptySeq + (Stat x StatSeq). 
In this context, we can omit the details about the types Exp (of boolean and 
arithmetic expressions) and EZemStat (of assignment and input/output statements). 
With this definition the system simply handles Exp and EZemStat as basic addends. 
The following primitive operations are then presented to the system: 
- Constructors: 
lf: Exp x Stat x Stat + Stat, 
While : Exp x Stat + Stat, 
Seq : Stat x StatSeq + Stat. 
- Recognizers: 
TsElemStat for the basic addend ElemStat, 
IsEmptySeq for the basic addend Empty Seq, 
IsExp for the basic addend Exp, 
Islf for the constructor IL 
IsWhile for the constructor While, 
IsSeq for the constructor Seq. 
- Inverse selectors: 
(VP, TBranch, EBranch) for If; 
( WhileP, WBoby) for While, 
(First, Rest) for Seq. 
The following function StatEval is the top-level interpreter routine for Stat programs. 
StatEd takes a statement and a store as arguments, and yields the store resulting 
from the evaluation of that statement. The definition of a type for stores has been 
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omitted, because it is not relevant to the purposes of the example: 
StatEvaZ~A[stat; store]. 
[if ZsZf[stat]; 
[if ExpEual[ ZfP[ stat]; 
StutEval[ TBrunch[stat]; store]; 
StatEual[ EBrunch [ stat]; s?ore]]; 
[if IsWhile[stat]; 
[if ExpEuul[ WhileP[ stat]]; 
StatEual[ stat; StutEuuZ[ WBody[stut];store]]; 
store]; 
[ifZsSeq[stut]; 
StutEuul[Rest[stut]; StutEuuZ[ First[stat]; store]]; 
[if ZsEZemStut[stat]; 
ElemStutEuul[stat; store]; 
[if ZsEmptySeq[ stat]; 
store; 
Error[ 111111 
Here ExpEuul and ElemStutEvul are auxiliary functions for the interpretation of 
expressions and elementary statements respectively. 
Suppose we now wish to reduce StutEvuZ according the constraint that it will 
work only on programs which do not include while statements. A recursive symbolic 
constant LoopLess, defined in the following way, captures this class of programs: 
[ LoopLess] = [ ZsElemStut or 
ZsEmptySeq or 
[ ZsZf and [ TBrunch 0 LoopLess] and 
[ EBrunch 0 LoopLess]] or 
[ ZsSeq and [First 0 LoopLess] and 
[Rest 0 LoopLess]]]. 
The system can be asked to reduce StatEva with respect to the symbolic constant 
[LoopLess] bound to the variable stat, and another one, denoting the whole store 
domain, bound to the variable store. From the resulting program StutEval’ the 
IsWhile case has been dropped: 
StutEvul’+A[stut; store]. 
[if Zslf[ stat]; 
[if ExpEuul[ ZfP[ stat]; 
StatEvul’[ TBrunch[stut]; store]; 
StutEvul’[ EBrunch[ stat]; store]]; 
[if ZsSeq[stut]; 
StutEvul’[ Rest[stut]; StutEvul’[ First[stut]; store]]; 
[if ZsElemStut[ stat]; 
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ElemStatEval[stat; store]; 
[if IsEmptySeq[stat]; 
store; 
Error1 11111 
6. Implementation 
The currently implemented system includes two main modules: 
- the partial evaluator, 
- the program reducer. 
The partial evaluator includes a menu driven component for the definition of 
new data types. Such a program allows the generation of the specific rewriting rules 
of the data type, which will be used in the partial evaluation process. The main 
component of the partial evaluator is a term rewriting systems interpreter on top 
of which all the basic operations (normalization, application of constructors and 
selectors) are implemented. 
The program reducer is able to propagate symbolic constants on a set of recursive 
definitions of functional programs, exploiting the basic partial evaluation steps 
provided by the partial evaluator. 
The whole system is implemented in FranzLisp under Unix and it has been 
exploited for the reduction of several programs included the ones of the examples. 
7. Conclusions 
The paper has shown a novel way to symbolically executing programs and an 
example of one of its possible uses. In particular it has been shown how symbolic 
evaluation techniques can be improved by using recursive structural symbolic 
constants. 
Further research will be devoted both to designing and implementing new features 
for the symbolic evaluator and to using the symbolic evaluator as the kernal of 
other systems. In particular, attempts are being made to make the symbolic interpreter 
handle predicates involving more than one argument, and to explore the possibility 
of embedding it into a static analysis tool for sequential and parallel applicative 
programs on the other hand. 
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